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In summer off the West Coast of North America,
the prevailing wind is upwelling-favorable
and driven by the North Pacific High.
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The wind stress is enhanced at 5 major capes.
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The coastal upwelling brings cold water to the surface.
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Time series of alongshore wind speed for 2004 at NDBC buoy 46054 (gray line) and from

3 types of wind data:

EOF mode 1 reconstruction (black line). (b) Alongshore contours of temperature during 2004 between
moorings CAR and SAL. Mooring positions are indicated along the right-hand y axis. Mooring locations
are shownbuoys
in Figure 1. Triangles along the upper x axis identify wind relaxations and propagation extent.
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Figure 2. (a) Time series of alongshore wind speed for 2004 at NDBC buoy 46054 (gray line) and from
rculation. More recent observations suggest that warm facing coast east of Point Conception at Alegria (ALE
EOF mode 1 reconstruction (black line). (b) Alongshore contours of temperature during 2004 between
oleward flows occur more frequently over the inner shelf Arroyo Quemado (ARQ), Ellwood (ELL), Arroyo Burr
moorings CAR and SAL. Mooring positions are indicated along the right-hand y axis. Mooring locations
Cudaback et al., 2005] so statistics based on midshelf (ARB), and Carpinteria (CAR) (Figure 1). Four mooring
are shown in Figure 1. Triangles along the upper x axis identify wind relaxations and propagation extent.
bservations may not accurately represent their frequency or were located along the central California coast north o
Red triangles identify events reaching SAL or beyond, green triangles identify events reaching PUR but
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At Pt. Conception, wind relaxation allows buoyant poleward flow.
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Questions:
What causes the wind relaxations at Pt. Conception?
How are the Pt. C. relaxations related to relaxations/reversals off
N. California and Oregon?
Mass and Bond (1996); Bond, Mass, Overland (1996), Bane et al. 2005, 2007
studied wind reversals but not weak winds

Do the Pt. C. relaxations vary with climate variations and/or jet stream
position, like wind reversals off Oregon?

We calculated wind stress anomalies from QuikSCAT,
relative to the May-August mean pattern, for ~80 events.
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The composite wind relaxation has 3 stages.

wind stress anomaly along mean direction, averaged over ~80 relaxation events
day
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The wind relaxations are preceded by a 500-mb trough in the north...
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The north and south parts of the upwelling system have different,
Bane et al. 2001
but linked, wind relaxation dynamics.
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Figure 20. Surface atmospheric pressure field for 0000 UTC on 2 August, at about the midpoint o
flight 22. A Gulf of Alaska Low was centered about 55!N, 140!W, and its southern extent was causin
northward winds in the COAST area at this time. This low continued its eastward progression and kep
the winds northward at COAST for another 3 days. This is typical for episodes of northward winds o
Oregon that are the result of a Gulf of Alaska Low.
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1st, relaxation in north
caused by extra-tropical cyclone
low-frequency response is seen in the corresponding SAT, perhaps a few hundred km before being measur
& southward shift of jet stream
with inshore values typically 1!C lower than those aircraft, and it had cooled as a result of enhance
offshore during upwelling conditions. These results are heat flux into the colder surface waters. Buoy d
further demonstrated
for both
Array and 2007)
the this time show the sensible heat flux was about
(Bane
ettheal.North2001,
South Array, with histograms of inshore-offshore SAT into the ocean (Figures 5a and 5b), and it produce
differences versus alongshore wind (Figure 19). For
southward winds, mean inshore-offshore SAT differences
were similar in the south and the north. For northward
winds, there was a tendency for reversal of the SAT
difference in the south, with slightly cooler temperatures
offshore. Deviations about the mean were also somewhat
larger in the south for northward winds. Extreme temperature differences (not shown) were generally larger in the
south than the north, possibly due to large offshore nearsurface ocean temperature anomalies in the complex
oceanic flow field over and around Heceta Bank [Barth
et al., 2005; Kosro, 2005].
[38] These mooring observations are consistent with the
aircraft observations, which show the development of a cool
internal boundary layer (IBL) adjacent to the coast during
upwelling. Within the MABL between the inversion base
and the sea surface, the potential temperature was quite
uniform, except immediately above the ocean surface and
within about 50 km of shore during southward winds
(Figure 17; see also Figure 21, below). There the air was
directly over the cool water that had recently upwelled due
to the upwelling-favorable wind stress. This cooler air had
been flowing over the upwelled water mass for tens to

IBL, similar to that generated when warm air f
land to a cooler ocean surface [Hsu, 1983; Garr
Rogers et al., 1995]. When present, the IBL
thickness in the downwind direction, beginning
air crosses the upwelling SST front and first enco
cool, upwelled water. Close to shore on the sou
COAST aircraft section (line 7 in Figure 1), the
typically observed to have a thickness of about 2
IBL thickness was determined by examining
profiles of air temperature, humidity, and wind
Figure 21 below).
[39] In addition to lower air temperatures, lo
speeds were often observed within the IBL as w
are two reasons for this: first, the lateral densit
caused by the cooler IBL air close to the coa
thermal wind shear that will tend to slow the ai
the ocean surface, and second, the increased
within the IBL reduces the depth of the stress
layer, thereby increasing the vertical divergen
turbulent stress that is decelerating the near-sur
The lower wind speeds over the cool, upwell
close to the coast resulted in a positive wind
on the ocean surface, likely driving upwar

2nd, relaxation in south
caused by northward movement of
North Pacific High

The timing of Pt. C. wind relaxations is related to latitude of the jet stream,
and to the North Pacific Gyre Oscillation.
jet stream position, 20-day low pass filtered
pdf of mean
of 159 random days
K-S test ✓

the Pt. C. wind relaxations tend
to start when the jet stream is
near 50 degrees north

observed mean
is >99%ile

jet stream position, day 0

mean jet stream position, day 0
NPGO
observed mean
is >99%ile

the Pt. C. wind relaxations tend
to occur during positive NPGO
K-S test ✓
NPGO index, day 0

mean NPGO index, day 0

Preliminary ocean response: AMSR-E SST anomalies
warming associated with
Oregon wind relaxation

dominant signal is cooling
associated with intensified
winds between relaxations!

warming associated with
Pt. C wind relaxation;
time lag > 1 day and
persists after relaxation.

advection of coastal water?
No. Spatial extent too large.
Suggests main signal is
vertical mixing & surface heat flux.

Conclusions
What causes the wind relaxations at Pt. Conception?
- A 500-mb trough over Washington State, then a ridge
- Northeast extension of the N. Pacific High
- Sea-level pressure anomalies along the coast that strengthen, then weaken the winds at
Pt. C
*** Similar to Mass and Bond (1996) and Bond, Mass and Overland (1996) for Oregon wind
REVERSALS, but the Pt. Conception events are weaker

The spatial extent of the Pt. Conception relaxations
is from Point Arena to Baja and ~600 km offshore.

How are the Pt. C. relaxations related to relaxations/reversals off
N. California and Oregon?
A series of 3 events affects the West Coast of North America every ~10 days in summer:
	

1) Oregon wind relaxation/reversal
	

2) intensified upwelling
	

3) Pt. Conception wind relaxation

Do the Pt. C. relaxations vary with climate variations and/or jet stream
position, like wind reversals off Oregon?
Yes! Stay tuned...

Ongoing Work
Atmospheric momentum balance
what sets the cross-coast scale of the wind relaxations?

30-yr index of relaxations
- trend in number or strength of relaxations
- relation to North Pacific Gyre Oscillation, El Niño, and other climate indices
- relation to jet stream position

Regional ocean response to relaxations
- West Coast scale and local Point Conception scale
- spatial extent, time evolution, ocean-atmosphere coupling dynamics
water temperature, velocity, pressure, chlorophyll

Future Work
Atmospheric wind relaxations and the ocean response
in other eastern boundary upwelling systems

New postdoc: Maria Aristizábal
Ocean response on local Pt. C. scale
from moorings and HF radar
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